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Winner of the 2004 Gold Artist Award for Music of Outstanding Quality from Radio Gets Wild. (UK) 7 MP3

Songs POP: 80's Pop, POP: with Electronic Production Details: CoolBlueExit, the Musical Vision of

James V. Schappert Returns with a Very Special CD. While the Sound of CoolBlueExit has been

described as Romantic, Moody and Reflective. also a cross between David Bowie meets Savage Garden

with a taste of Depeche Mode. or as one Fan recently wrote-"Spandau Ballet on Xanax, if you will. Better

than that though, there is a mood sensibility to the music here, danceable and easily digestible." Winners

is a musical journey, not unlike the journeys that we face in our everyday lives. First we search for Hope,

or the hope of that One True Love. (Track 1. Collide) On the second track "Heavens Not In It" Is a place

that many of us have come to where we find ourselves in a situation that we probably should not have

been in to begin with. "In The End" is a song that deals with the loss of that special someone and yet

offers some hope...In The End. "The Darkest Sky" is where we have descended to the darkest places that

we have ever seen in our lives. It can also be the place that we learn the most about the truth about

situations, people around us and the truth about ourselves. If we are fortunate enough to survive through

the darkest sky, everything will change for the better! The musical journey then continues to the title track

"Winners". This is the place that I thought not all that long ago I would never see. A place where you can

stand back and see the truth for what it is and be able to pick ourselves up from the ashes and be able to

help others around us become Winners! Track 6 "Surround Me" is a song about finding ones faith

again-long forgotten memories of a much better time, "Where Love and Peace Surround Me". The last

song-"You Are Beautiful" is a very special song, written not only as a song that could be sung to your

lover, but also written for those who feel like they are so far down that they will never see up again. A

song to let you know that no matter who you are or how bad things seem that someone somewhere
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believes in you, loves and adores you and really sees that You Are Beautiful! Winners has been a very

special project for me personally. My hope is that this CD speaks to you as much as it has to me.

Sometimes it just helps to know that someone else has lived through the darkest of times and to know

that better times are ahead, that you will come out of it a Winner! Best Wishes, James V.
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